Remote driving (RD) is a critical backup option for an autonomous vehicle when it faces an unexpected situation on the road. Fifth generation (5G) mobile communication is a key enabler of RD providing link between the remote operator and the vehicle. There are stringent requirements in terms of coverage, data rate and latency for RD application. In this paper, a feasibility study at the radio access network level for the radio coverage conditions that are required for RD application is carried out. The study considers RD over three carriers including 2.6 GHz, 5 GHz and 28 GHz. A ray tracing software is used for the channel pathloss computation. The RD provision in terms of coverage and rate statistics is analysed for these frequency carriers. The role of interference is also investigated. The performance statistics are aggregated using a large number of realistic vehicular routes created using Google Directions APIs. It is shown that the provision of RD can not be guaranteed over a wide network area especially in high-load/high-interference conditions and it is more feasible to define the RD application for specific roads.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of connected vehicles has long been promoted as a solution for passenger safety, efficient traffic management and a smaller environmental impact of the vehicular traffic. Recognizing the potential of cellular networks meeting the requirements of vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication as well as providing add-on services, the 3GPP standardization organization came up with LTE-based Cellular-V2X (C-V2X standard), in R-14 [1] .
C-V2X comprises of two parts: The first part which is known as the Direct Communications serves the basic safety related requirements of V2X. It is an alternative to the Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) standard which is based on the well established IEEE 802.11p [2] family of standards. The second part of C-V2X is the vehicle-tonetwork (V2N) communication involving the cellular networks for providing add-on services with support for a wide area coverage and cloud based applications [3] . This part of the C-V2X standard comes with the history of evolution and enhancements in the cellular networks. However, considering the stringent requirements of vehicular communications involving This work was supported by Academy of Finland (under grants 311752 and 287249). Work by Mario Garcia-Lozano was funded by the Spanish ministry of science through the project RTI2018-099880-B-C32, with ERFD funds. high mobility and large number of connections the V2N part of the C-V2X still needs further work [4] .
In this context, we will focus on the remote driving (RD) application. We consider support for the RD in an urban environment by employing small roadside base stations (BSs) that contribute to achieve the required high uplink (UL) data rate and robust roadside coverage It has been recently considered whether RD could be a feasible application to complement or support autonomous driving [5] . As an application, RD (or Tele Operation as it is sometimes called) would be useful for example when the automated vehicle faces a situation where human intervention is needed. Such a situation may occur if the information required for automated operation is not available in, e.g., a road construction site or even in a parking place where maneuvers might be needed that are difficult to pre-define for automated driving algorithms.
Currently, the autonomous vehicle companies support twoway communication between vehicle and operator to define a path if automated vehicle faces some trouble. A human operator may, for example, suggest a path for a self-driving car to navigate in challenging situations. Yet, if security protocols are not overrun, the car may not move forward. Then RD can be applied and the human operator takes over the responsibility. However, RD is only possible if the remote operator can obtain at least the same driving experience as (s)he would get in the car. The information needed for such an experience is vast: the driver needs to see clearly in all directions and be able to control driving equipment as if he was sitting in the driver's seat. That is, the remote operator needs HD video streamed by the car from cameras located on the front, rear and side of the vehicle. In addition, the communication delay in both UL and downlink (DL) directions should be well below human perception and the reliability of the communication link should be extremely high.
In this paper we consider the feasibility of the RD as a network wide application. We focus on the connectivity and data transfer requirements in order to understand the consequences of the heavy performance requirements of RD to the applied network deployment and frequency resources. While we know that the latency is also an extremely important factor in the RD service provision, we keep the scope of the discussion in the data rate requirements since the ongoing [6] . Of course, we acknowledge that there are several challenges to be solved before ultra-low latency becomes a reality.
We will carry out network simulations over a 3D city map of Vienna assuming first a sparser version of the heterogeneous deployment created in [7] . Then, we increase the network density by adding a large number of small roadside BSs. We consider 2.6 GHz, 5 GHz and 28 GHz carrier frequencies. While 2.6 GHz is a standard carrier frequency applied in 4G, 5 GHz and 28 GHz represent options for 5G operations. The focus of the study is in the UL since data rate and connectivity requirements of RD are especially heavy for the UL, that easily becomes a bottleneck. We aim to provide at least preliminary answers to the following questions:
Is the RD application feasible in a wide city area? That is, is it even possible to fulfill RD UL data rate and connectivity requirements everywhere in the network? How dense roadside network is needed to support RD application, how much radio resources are needed and how much interference network tolerates?
In [4] it is stated that RD requires 20 Mbps UL rate with 99.999% probability. Current mobile networks are not planned to comply with such a heavy coverage requirement and it is clear from the beginning that densification is needed unless RD is applied only in limited local areas. If a dense roadside network is deployed, then how many small BSs are actually needed to ensure wide availability of the RD application? This is, of course, also related to the applied carrier frequency. As it is known, the propagation loss is increasing with carrier frequency making it more challenging to fulfill the requirement in higher carrier frequencies. On the other hand, in high carrier frequencies there is more bandwidth available to support higher data rates.
Finally, we note that the question about interference is important since UL interference depends on the load. That is, if RD connection is carried out within the other network traffic, how much interference/load it tolerates? If RD is applied in a dedicated carrier, then how much band is needed and should we control the interference between RD vehicles?
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. Network deployment and radio link parameters
The network deployment, considered in this study, consists of 17 macro BSs and a small BSs layer where the starting point is the layout obtained from the deployment planned by authors of [7] . The deployment resembles a sparse "half square cell plan" where small BSs are placed on the strategic hotpots and street corners close to the edges of the macro BSs coverage areas, see Figs. 1 and 2 showing left half of the total network area which is around 2.5 km in length and 2.5 km in width. In the second phase of the performance evaluation we consider an ultra-dense small BS deployment where small BSs are basically in almost every street corner, see Figs. 4 and 5.
In the UL performance analysis, we assume the capabilities of Table I for the user equipment and the BS receivers. The 2.6 GHz frequency is currently used in many 4G LTE deployments and many forthcoming 5G deployments are expected to build at sub-6 GHz carriers [8] . The use of 28 GHz has been discussed before in the literature [9] , but there are also concerns on the applicability of this high carrier frequency for outdoor deployments. The allocated bandwidths depend on the carrier frequency. We assume that there is at maximum 5 MHz available on 2.6 GHz while 10 MHz can be allocated in 5 GHz and 20 MHz at 28 GHz carriers. We note that RD requires continuously 20 Mbps so large amount of band needs to be allocated continuously for each link especially when propagation conditions are not ideal.
The antenna gain in macro BS is set to 18 dBi, which is a typical value for conventional panel antennas. The antenna gains can vary significantly in small BSs depending upon the carrier frequency as well as whether the beamforming has been used or not. Nevertheless, 5 dBi is a feasible assumption for 2.6 GHz. In higher frequencies, e.g., in 28 GHz, it is possible to achieve much higher antenna gains through the use of high gain planar arrays and beam steering. This becomes possible since the antenna dimensions decrease as the carrier frequency increases. Yet, we have followed a conservative approach and assumed 5 dBi gain for both 5 GHz and 28 GHz carriers.
B. Computation of the UL SINR and link spectral efficiency
The UL signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) is computed using the basic link budget model of [10] . We note that this link budget model does not take into account the varying nature of the interference, since interference is modeled simply through a margin. Yet, by using the upper and lower limits for the interference margin according to Tab. I we obtain limits for the performance and avoid complex discussion on the impact of resource allocation on the interference. Although resource allocation is an important topic, the use of margins is enough in the feasibility study phase. Accordingly, we apply 1 dB margin in the low-load case and 10 dB margin in the high-load case.
The achieved rate is a direct function of the allocated BW as well as the available spectral efficiency (SE) which is dependent on the signal quality. SE can be defined as
(1) where SE max is the maximum achievable SE. This is achieved if the SINR exceeds the threshold Γ max . The factor M is the number of MIMO data streams. The parameters A and B are used to fit this 'Shannon approximation' with the link adaptation curves and they depend on the number of antennas and physical layer performance. Due to 2 × 2 MIMO we have used values M = 2, A = 0.66 and B = 1.1 according to [10] . Finally, Γ min is the target SINR required to enable the connection, which in our case is -7 dB.
C. Simulation methodology
In the simulation study, we have used WinProp [11], a ray tracing software, to compute the propagation loss at different frequencies with a resolution of 5 m. The resulting propagation loss, thus created, is input to a Matlab-based simulation framework applied over the whole network area, under study.
The next step is to create signal statistics over a large number of realistic vehicular routes. For this purpose, we use a novel approach whereby, first real-world vehicular routes are created using the the Google Directions APIs [12] , and then the routes data is input to the Matlab simulator for creating signal statistics.
We have aggregated signal statistics over 100 realistic vehicular routes created by randomly dropping the starting and the ending points. Many of the routes created share certain road sections which are key arteries in the city area. The statistics, thus, become biased for these overlapping road sections. However, this also provides an indirect way of giving proportional weightage to the road pixels in terms of their vehicular traffic density and by implication demand that the vehicle traffic puts on the mobile network.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. HetNet with a sparse macro cell-edge small BS deployment
In Fig. 1 we have presented the heat map for the UL signal coverage in 2.6 GHz carrier frequency. The left side subplot shows the heat map for the macro BSs-only deployment while coverage of the macro cell-edge based small BSs deployment is depicted in the right side of Fig. 1 . We have assumed that macro BSs and small BSs operate on different frequency bands. Furthermore, we note that in the UL interference occurs only when there are active users in the cells close-by. To see whether this sparse HetNet is feasible at all for RD we have used optimistic 1 dB interference margin in the illustrations and in the simulation of the CDFs of the SINR in Fig. 3 .
As is seen from Fig. 3 , the small BSs contribution to the RD can be only local due their relatively low SINR and in most of the locations macro BSs should take care of the service. Yet, the macro BS is limited in frequency resources and even in this very optimistic scenario few percent of the locations admit so low SINR that even the whole 20 MHz bandwidth is not enough to support the 20 Mbps, required for the RD application. It is also not possible that a macro BS continuously allocates all its resources to a single RD vehicle. Using a more realistic and fair share of BW, e.g., 5 MHz continuously could be possible but then SE should be 4 bps/Hz that cannot be obtained at the low SINR region. The heat map for 5 GHz and 28 GHz carriers is given in Fig. 2 to illustrate how challenging the use of higher carrier frequencies in small BSs for RD application would be. While the coverage in 5 GHz is still quite good in certain roads, the 28 GHz cells are isolated from each other. Of course, by using sophisticated beamsteering antennas situation can be improved, but obtaining high beam-steering gains continuously and reliably (c.f. 99.999% connectivity requirement) is a very challenging task. Fig. 4 : UL SINR maps for macro BSs (left side figure) and dense small BSs (right side figure) deployments at 2.6 GHz carrier. Magenta markers show the macro cell-edge small BSs deployment of Fig. 1 and black marker show the newly added small BSs for densification.
B. Ultra-dense small BS deployment
In order to understand if RD application can be supported widely in the network we have created an ultra-dense roadside deployment of small BSs. The right side heat map of Fig. 4 looks very promising in terms of coverage. Again, we recall that added interference margin is just 1 dB that corresponds to a very small number of users in the network. It is also worthwhile to note that this dense deployment would lead to intolerable interference in the DL where adjacent BSs transmit on the same frequency. This could be avoided by switchingoff DL transmission in some small BSs and using the UL-DL decoupling that is possible in 5G [13] . Fig. 5 also shows that 5 GHz carrier covers roads well, while 28 GHz carrier does Fig. 7 : CDFs of the SE for the dense small BSs deployment under the low-load case.
not work that well. The CDFs of SINR in Fig. 6 show that support for the RD application might be feasible using 2.6 GHz and even 5 GHz frequency carriers provided that UL load and thus, the interference are both low. The 28 GHz carrier provides only local support for RD. In Fig. 7 we have plotted the SE of the ultra-dense deployment at different carrier frequencies. The dashed vertical lines represent the minimum SE needed to meet the 20 Mbps rate requirement for RD application. Tab. II lists the required minimum SE for different percentage of bandwidth allocations at different carriers. If, e.g., at 2.6 GHz carrier 5 MHz bandwidth is allocated for an RD vehicle, then required SE is 4 bps/Hz that is available almost everywhere in the network. Of course, it is worth of noticing that reliable study of 99.999% overall coverage would require larger simulation statistics that were available. With current simulation statistics obtained results are merely directional. At 5 GHz we may expect more radio resources than in 2.6 GHz and lower SE than in 2.6 GHz, e.g., 2 bps/Hz is needed. Figs. 8 and 9 show the CDF of SINR and SE when 10 dB interference margin is applied. Results indicate that RD application can be supported only by using large band allocations at 2.6 GHz carrier. Yet, due to small statistics this result is uncertain.
C. Discussion
Results clearly indicate that the implementation of the RD will be extremely challenging. If the RD application is made available everywhere, the network deployment costs easily grow to an intolerable level. Although small BSs are not very expensive, the high capacity wire-line backhaul (preferably optical line) is expensive to deploy. Significant overhead cost is expected due to the required exchange of control signalling as well as high in-band interference may limit the performance. Furthermore, RD is a bandwidth hungry application in UL and continuous allocation of large frequency chunks will spend notable amount of UL capacity. Applying exclusive frequency band for RD application would not be an effective solution and can be an option only if spectrum regulators decide to intentionally support this application by allocating spectrum specifically for this service.
In the study we have considered the worst case from network deployment point of view, i.e. we have required availability of RD application everywhere. However, it can be envisioned that RD application is made available on certain routes and/or areas. We may, for example, consider the following options:
• Support for RD is guaranteed only on certain routes where heavy connectivity and capacity requirements of the application are ensured by careful network planning and deployment. Such routes could be even certified for the use of RD application. This kind of arrangement would support, e.g., professional transportation services where autonomous trucks are driving between logistics centers, harbors and airports. Therein, RD operators would make sure that fleets of autonomous trucks are moving smoothly. Same approach would be feasible also for the city bus services but therein the applied road network is much more diverse than in the first example. • In specific areas like harbors and parking areas RD application may support autonomous driving. Driver could simply leave the vehicle to the gate of the area and thereafter autonomous system monitored by the RD operator takes care of the vehicle. Large road construction sites, where traffic arrangements are changing frequently, would benefit from temporary network extensions that are used to ensure availability of the RD application in and around of the construction site. Finally, we note that the 99.999% service requirement for RD application is not feasible in wide area. Instead, in future research work situations where autonomous driving is most likely to fail need to be identified. Then the RD development efforts should be focused to resolve such situations locally.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper focused on the provision of RD application for autonomous vehicles when they are not able to drive autonomously due to unexpected situations on the roads. The analysis has been carried out at the radio access network level for the radio coverage conditions with sparse as well as ultradense network deployments and under different load situations. Apart from two sub-6 GHz carriers, 2.6 GHz and 5 GHz, 28 GHz millimeter wave carrier has also been considered. SINR and SE, aggregated over a large number of realistic vehicular user routes, have been used as the key performance indicators. The route based approach has allowed to expand the vision with a more complete picture of the expected quality of service. It is concluded that provision of stringent RD requirements over a wide area network is not a feasible option (100% BW needed for 99.999% coverage) under high-load conditions even for very dense deployments. It is, therefore, recommended that in the initial phase the RD provision is targeted only to the key routes with tailored network settings to provide, e.g., some specialised logistical services.
